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VSys Voices:
Considering online training for 

volunteers?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Volunteers need to feel valued, not just recognized. This webinar focuses on how to gain their input and trust while also improving engagement and outcomes. Join Dana and Todd as we kick-off the new year with a dynamite presentation!
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VSys Voices Presenters

Paul P. Falkowski, Ph.D. is an advocate for expanding the role 
of volunteers in long-term care settings. Using state-of-the-art 
training techniques, Dr. Falkowski has trained and placed 
hundreds of volunteers in nursing homes. Paul has recently 
moved the training program online to make the training 
accessible to everyone. www.VolunCheerLeader.com

Lisa LaVigna, DM is the Vice President of Business Development
& Sales at Bespoke. Dr. LaVigna teaches both in-person and
online courses for two colleges: Hudson Valley Community
College and Excelsior College and previously conducted
workforce development training. She also volunteers for Jazzy
Sun Birthdays, organizing and providing birthday parties for
children in homeless shelters.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Introduction of presenter(s) and MCLisa: We are very excited today to have Dr. Paul Falkowski join us. Paul has over 30 years experience in  volunteering and training. He is the author of Creating the Volun-Cheer Force" - a guide to recruiting and training sustainable volunteers I’m your host, Lisa LaVigna. Many of you know me from my role as VP of Sales here at VSys but prior to VSys I worked both in workforce development and higher education as a trainer. Both Paul and I bring to you more years than we want to count as experienced trainers and facilitators of learning.  WE ARE RECODING. Paul, kick us off by telling us how you “evolved” as an expert in training volunteers… started as volunteer. Student of long term care. value of volunteer visits. Paul….All right. Let’s start with a discussion. 
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Every Interaction is….

An invitation to 
stay or an 
invitation to go!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Lisa: We know everyone short staffed, increased workload. And with the new challenges created by the pandemic, many organizations are considering doing training on line. And we are trying to rebuild out volunteer forces.But we also recognize that every interaction is crucial. You know what they say about first impressions.Paul: Filter , not a stone wall We don’t just want to recruit volunteers, we want to recruit volunteers that are the right fit, get engaged and stick around.We need training that is engaging and sets proper expectations. Key is that you can’t take existing in-person training and just put online. Balancing depth of training and making it engaging.
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How do we overcome those disadvantages?

• Consider going hybrid
• Utilize your volunteers
• Have more than one “trainer” 
• Create engaging content: videos
• Intersperse content aka quiz questions
• Incorporates games 
• Use situational questions (more on this soon)
• Short “chunks” or “snippets” vs one long training
• Don’t make them read powerpoints!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hybrid - Is doing part online (hybrid) on option? Do initial orientation on line but then have In person training (Paul’s example of nurrsing home walk). Do you have volunteers interested in video production/graphic design?  Training/mentoring? Using buddy system with mentor for new volunteerHave more than one trainer or facilitator. Consider this webinar with two presenters. Paul: A STUDY THAT I CONDUCTED INDICATED THAT PEOPLE FELT MORE OF A SENSE OF COMMUNITY WHEN THERE WERE TWO PEOPLE IN THE VIDEO TALKING ABOUT A SUBJECT RATHER THAN JUST ONE TALKING HEAD. INCLUDE volunteers IN YOUR VIDEOS, IF POSSIBLE.  Don’t have to be highly produced. Be realisticsUse Video and quizes – break it up to make content engaging And anyone who has attended Todd’s webinars in the past knows he is a big fan of gameification or making training fun. This could be as simple as a matching game. 
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Learning Assessment
• Develop a means to measure trainee learning

o Quiz 
o Reflection
o Short essay questions

 “What are you taking with you from this module?”
 What changes will you make in your approach to older 

adults?
 What did you find surprising?

o Demonstrate mastery of a skill

• Document the trainee’s responses to be kept on file

Discovery
• Introduce the topic to the group
• Develop an opening activity related to the topic to generate buy-in 

from the group
o Small group discussions
o Role playing
o Case study
o Pop quiz
o Physical movement activities 
o Games
o Your idea!

• Rationale for the opening activity

Practice
• Know that you have the information let’s: 

o Practice the new skill
o Role plays
o Case study
o Games
o Movement activities (get people standing & moving)
o Group discussions or on-the-spot skits
o Question cards
o Your ideas!

• Rationale for chosen activity

Information
• Interactive Lecture

o Inject your own stories relevant to the topic
o Use flip charts, handouts, demonstrations
o Pose questions to the trainees during the teaching
o Aim for 15 – 20 minutes max!
o Use PowerPoint if necessary

 Use lots of images, charts 
 Keep text to a minimum on slides
 Do NOT read your slides to the group

o Incorporate video examples

• Rationale for chosen method © 2016-2021 VolunCheerLeader, LLC

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Paul’s roadmap - use this to organize what you want to do. What is goal, writing good objectives,Really need to plan and revamp training if moving online. SAY: Now that we have our content, we need to create the vehicle for presenting the content in a way that is memorable that is “sticky!”So plan on about 50 minutes for a training module and divided into four parts.The first part is where the volunteers are introduced to the topic. This is to get their buy-in. It could be a game, a discussion group, a brainstorming session, really your imagination is the limit. The goal is to get them engaged!Next you give them the information. Really try to avoid the PowerPoint slides with tons of text and you droning on. You will lose your audience. For me, I use flip charts and i draw; I pose questions to the trainees as I have done with you today. I incorporate videos. I move around the room. I’m not always in front. There are times when I’m behind the trainees. This should be about 15 minutes, 20 at the most.Once, you’ve presented the information, now it’s time to give the volunteer the opportunity to put their new knowledge into action. Again, this could be games, discussion groups, case studies, and again your imagination is the limit. Once again, you want them engaged. not just sitting there staring at you!Finally, you must document that they have in fact learned something.  Or I go for short essay, “Tell me what you learned in this module.” Or, “How do you think you will use this information as a volunteer?” And so on. Then make sure you collect those responses and they become part of their file. All-in-all you want to activate and keep your trainees engaged in the process. 
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Assessments – not your grandma’s multiple choice

• Most platforms provide 
several styles of questions

• Short _____________ 
(answer)

• Matching
• True-False
• Ranking Using images instead 

of words: “Which image best 
represents the correct 
response?”

• Scenarios

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Most platforms provide several styles of questionsShort _____________ (answer)Matching (one of my favorites)Ranking (another favorite)Using images instead of words: “Which image best represents the correct response?”
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Edu-tainment

1. Make it engaging
2. Scenarios / Gamification
3. Focus on most important takeaways
4. Rewards?

I am approached in the hallway by someone asking if 
I know what room a patient is in. I just saw that 
patient in the unit I left.  What should I do? 

Answer: Refer person to nurse’s station or 
information desk. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TODDGamification!d. Social morale building (informal events / recognition).



“ONLINE VOLUNTEER 
TRAINING”

Creating an experience, they won’t forget!

Paul P. Falkowski, Ph.D.
Presenter:

E-mail: Paul@VolunCheerLeader.com | Telephone: 800-589-2084

© 2016-2021 
VolunCheerLeader, LLC

Twitter: @paulfalkowski1 Facebook: facebook.com/voluncheerleader

Podcast: soundcloud.com/voluncheerleader

Website: www.VolunCheerLeader.com

Instagram: paulfalkowski_1

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You can also watch the recording of Paul’s previous visit with us where he presented on “Online Volunteer Training”.Paul: invite folks to contact him
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Thank you for joining us!
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